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The Fairy Ring - Franklin & Mason

  

The Oracle for Lovers of the Fairy Folk 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $29.95

Sales price without tax $29.95

Tax amount 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Combine astounding, photorealistic images with breathtaking surreal art that feature the world of the fairy, and you have The Fairy Ring oracle. This deck has four suits, one for each season,
plus eight additional cards that celebrate the major Celtic "Fairy Festival" holidays. Included with the deck is a 240-page book that is filled with fairy lore, the meanings of the cards, their myths
and legends, how to work with the fairy or character on each card and an amazing nine different spreads you can use. This is more than just a divinatory deck-its virtually an entire spiritual,
magickal, and oracular system!

The strikingly beautiful artwork will literally draw you into the world of the fairy. It will let you cross over from our world and allow you to listen to their wisdom. But this requires you to take the
first step. Using this deck will help you to let the fairies fill your dreams. Read about just one card per day, and in only two months you'll have amassed more fairy lore than you can imagine!
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More importantly, by working with this deck, the fairies will come to know and trust you and share their wisdom with you. The fae don't easily give their friendship and let you into their world.
Ideal for all Pagans and lovers of the fairy realms. Don't let this opportunity to commune with the fairy folk pass you by! The beauty of this set makes it a great gift, too!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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